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The Truth About HTML5 (For Web Designers)CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2012

	This is the book for web designers, web developers, and front-end coders who want to get up to speed with HTML5 in 2012. This is the book that isn’t afraid to point out what everyone gets wrong about HTML5’s new markup, so you don’t make the same mistakes. This is the book that will show you what rocks in HTML5 today and...


		

Mind + BodyCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2008

	Chris Baker considered himself a normal teenager until shortly before his eighteenth birthday when his father died mysteriously, leaving behind an unexpected fortune. Everything changed after that. Now in the crosshairs of the FBI, the Marine Corps, Interpol, and a handful of trained killers, Chris finds himself in a world of guns, assassins,...


		

CompTIA Security+: Get Certified Get Ahead: SY0-301 Study GuideCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2011

	CompTIA Security+: Get Certified Get Ahead: SY0-301 Study Guide is an update to the top-selling SY0-201 guide, which helped thousands of readers pass the exam the first time they took it. The SY0-301 version covers every aspect of the SY0-301 exam, and includes the same elements readers raved about in the previous version.
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Making Games with Python & PygameCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2012

	Making Games with Python & Pygame is a programming book that covers the Pygame game library for the Python programming language. Each chapter gives you the complete source code for a new game and teaches the programming concepts from these examples. The book is available under a Creative Commons license and can be downloaded in full for...


		

A Course In Light-Speed Reading: A Return To Natural Intuitive ReadingCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2008

	Many years ago, I took a course in speed-reading as part of a college program. It was marvelous for me to break the 700 words per minute “barrier” and explode into a new world of reading. I found that, for me, reading was more of a block or hindrance than an aid to learning. I had to do something significantly different so that I...

		

Programming PythonCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 1996

	As Python's creator. I'd like to say a few words about its origins, adding a bit of personal philosophy.

	

	Over six years ago. in December 1989; I was looking for a "hobby" programming project that would keep me occupied during the week around Christmas. My office (a government-run research lab in Amsterdam)...






		

The Amazon Way: 14 Leadership Principles Behind the World's Most Disruptive CompanyCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2014

	In The Amazon Way, Rossman introduces readers to the unique corporate culture of the world’s largest Internet retailer, with a focus on the fourteen leadership principles that have guided and shaped its decisions and its distinctive leadership culture.


	Peppered with humorous and enlightening firsthand anecdotes from...


		

Microsoft Excel 2016 Keyboard Shortcuts For Windows (Shortcut Matters)CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016

	Learn how to excel in Excel using keyboard shortcuts.


	The use of Microsoft Excel spreadsheet program is becoming inevitable in today’s employment world. The fact that there is competition among employers, employees and self-employed businessmen is a fact that cannot be overemphasized. Therefore anybody who wants to stand...


		

Microsoft Outlook 2016 Keyboard Shortcuts For WindowsCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016

	No more delay, no confusion, connect and collect instantly


	Outlook 2016 has been made very easy and cheap, yet some people still find it very difficult to use. It improved in email, calendar, task manager, contact manager, note taking, journal, and web browsing just to make sure a better experience comes in. Now, there is another...






		

Microsoft Office 2016 for Mac: The Complete Beginner's GuideCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2015

	Mac users need not be bothered in the least as the 2016 versions of Word, OneNote, Outlook, Excel and Word are here to give you the best experience ever. In addition to all the cool new features that are packed into this software you can have the entire suite cloud-connected, so you can have all your documents at your disposal anytime and...


		

Microsoft Access 2016: The Complete GuideCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2015

	Microsoft has made many strides with the Access program since its invention. Over the years it has risen has one of the most dominant database programs with user-friendly features. Access 2013 is a part of the Office 2012 and so have similar commands and features as that of Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel. Information can easily be shared...


		

Understand Data MiningCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016

	Data mining is definitely not a piece of cake. There are those who spend years in the specialization of this particular field in order to operate businesses smoothly. Are you looking for a data mining course? You too, have the ability and the means to learn all the tricks that go into data mining. This book has been specifically written for...
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